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EMU Regents announce finalists for presidential search 
Board of Regents Chairman Thomas Sidlik announced the four finalists in the search for a
new president of Eastern Michigan University April 17.
Burnley 
"The quality of the pool of candid3tes is outstanding," said Sidlik. 
"The dedication and hard work of the Presidential Search Advisory
Committee (PSAC) are evidenced by the quality of our finalists."
The four finalists are:
Kenneth Burnley, senior resident fellow and director of the 
Education Leadership Center of the School of Education at the 
University of Michigan. Burnley served as chief executive officer for
Detroit Public Schools from 2000-2005 and was superintendent of
schools for Colorado Springs School Districts from 1987-2000. He
has a Ph.D. in educational administration from the University of
Michigan.
Michael Flanagan, superintendent of public 
instruction for the state of Michigan since 2005. Flanagan has been
an adjunct professor at Michigan State University and Wayne State
University for the past 29 years. He was previously an education 
adviser to Governor Granholm and served as executive director of 
the Michigan Association of School Administrators from 2001-2005.
He received his master's degree in educational leade-ship from
Eastern Michigan University in 1974.
More on this story ... .... 
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Bca-d of Regents Chairman Thomas Sidlik announced the four finalists in 
th:= 3earch for a new president of Eastern Michigan University April 17. 
Burnley 
"The quality of the pool of candidates is outstanding," ---1 said Sidlik. "The dedication and hard work of the 
Presidential Search Advisory Committee (PSAC) are 
evidenced by the quality of our finalists." 
The four finalists are: 
Kenneth Burnley, senior resident fellow and director 
of the Education Leadership Center of the School of 
Education at the University of Michigan. Burnley served 
as chief executive officer for Detroit Public Schools 
from 2000-2005 and was superintendent of schools for 
Colorado Springs School Districts from 1987-2000. He 
has a Ph.D. in educational administration from the 
University of Michigan. 
Michael Flanagan, superintendent of public 
instruction for the state of Michigan since 2005. 
Flanagan has been an adjunct professor at Michigan 
S:ate University and Wayne State University for the 
past 29 years. He was previously an education adviser 
to Governor Granholm and served as executive 
d rector of the Michigan Association of School 
Mrninistrators from 2001-2005. He received his 
ma3ter's degree in educational leadership from 
E:i�tern Michigan University in 1974. 
Susan Martin, provost and vice Flanagan 
chancellor of academic affairs for 
the University of Michigan-Dearborn. Before joining 
the University of Michigan in 2006, Martin was the 
executive associate vice president of academic affairs 
at Grand Valley State University. She served in several 
positions in her 17 years at GVSU. Martin received her 
Ph.D. in accounting from Michigan State University. 
Donald E. Shelton, 22nd Circuit Court judge for 
Washtenaw County Trial Court. Shelton has spent the 
past 18 years as a circuit court judge. Before joining 
Martin the bench in 1990, he was a partner at the law firm of 
Bishop and Shelton, P.C., for 12 years. Shelton has 
served as an adjunct faculty member at EMU, Oakland University, 
Washtenaw Community College and the University of Maryland. He 
received his master's degree in criminology and criminal justice from EMU 
i 1 2007. He has a juris doctorate from the University of Michigan School of 
La·N. 
''When we first began the presidential search, I was 
disappointed that there were not more faculty members 
on the committee, but I immediately saw how carefully 
the committee had been constructed to include 
representation from the many groups directly concerned 
wi:h who would be Eastern Michigan's next president," 
said Russell Larson, president of EMU's Faculty Council. 
Rc,y Wilbanks, co-chair of the PSAC and vice chair of the 
beard of regents, said campus forums with specific 
gr::>ups are being scheduled for each of the finalists for 
th= week of May 6-9. Times and locations will be 
ar nounced via EMU Today and the EMU Web site. 
Forums will be conducted with faculty, senior 
administrators, students, the community and the unions. Shelton
"We started with more than 100 candidates, then 
narrowed that group from 12 to six, to our four finalists. The campus 
forums are the next step in a process we all believe to be very important in
helping us determine who our next leader will be," Jim Stapleton, co-chair
of the PSAC, said.
Members of the search committee are Stapleton (co-chair), Wilbanks 
(co-chair), James Carroll (AAUP representative), Larson (Faculty Council),
Greg Jones (student representative), Eric Brown (alumni), Bert Greene 
(emeritus faculty), William P. Morris (EMU Foundation) and Robert Neely 
(academic affairs). Community representatives are Winnie Garrett, Glenda
Price and Kirk Profit.
The executive search firm, the Compass Group, helped with the process.
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eligible to walk at 
spring commencement 
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Approximately 2,200 students will be eligible to 
participate in Eastern Michigan University's 
spring commencement ceremonies Sunday, 
April 27, at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. at the 
Convocation Center. 
Michael G. Morris '69, '73, chairman, president 
and CEO of American Electric Power Co., Inc., 
will be the keynote speaker for both 
ceremonies. 
Tickets are limited to graduates and their 
families and friends. 
Dr. Donald M. Loppnow, provost and executive 
vice president for EMU, will preside over the 
ceremony. 
Approximately 1,600 undergraduates and 647 
graduate students (including five doctoral 
candidates) are eligible to participate. 
Serving as grand marshal for the ceremonies 
will be Marvin Johnson, professor of health 
promotion and human performance. 
The EMU Wind Symphony, conducted by John 
Zastoupil, will provide music. The Army ROTC 
will provide the Color Guard. 
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DEGREE DAY: Eastern Mi=higan 
Universit·('s spring 
commencment ceremoni�s are 
scheduled at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
April 27 i, the Convocation 
Center. 
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Distinguished Faculty: 
Mihaly stresses 
international study to 
understand the world 
By Krystin Jarrell 
EMU HOME 
Deana Mihaly believes so strongly in the importance of studying abroad, she has 
made it her mission to encourage and help students to experience a different culture 
before they graduate from Eastern Michigan University. She has spent money out of 
her own pocket; created programs to fund students; and, most importantly, is 
extremely passionate about what she teaches. 
When Mihaly found out that she won the 2008 Ronald W. Collins Distinguished 
Faculty Teaching I Award, tears filled her eyes. This award is given to teachers who 
have been at EMU less than five years. Mihaly received a plaque and a $3,500 
honorarium. 
"I couldn't go to class 
right away. I was 
surprised and so 
honored," said Mihaly, 
an assistant professor of 
foreign language and 
bilingual studies. 
Since the start of her 
career at EMU in 2005, 
Mihaly has shaped the 
Spanish curriculum to 
model the national trend 
of equal Spanish and 
Latin American course 
content; created a 
six-week study abroad 
program in Avila, Spain; 
initiated an EMU chapter 
of the national Spanish SPANISH STUDIES: Deana Mihaly (standing), an 
Honorary Society, Eastern Michigan University assistant professor of 
Sigma Delta Pi; and foreign languages and bilingual studies, teaches 
offered a continuing students in her "Beginning Spanish II" class. Mihaly 
education night course recently garnered the Ronald W. Collins 
so students are able to Distinguished Faculty Teaching I Award. 
boost their nursing 
program applications 
with points for foreign study. 
Mihaly has always placed an important emphasis on study abroad programs because 
she believes students who gain cultural insight into a different country will return 
home and radiate understanding, curiosity and openness, which could positively 
influence an entire community. 
EMU previously offered a study abroad program in Mexico, but Mihaly wanted Spain 
to be an option, so she funded rrost of her trip to Spain. After visiting five facilities, 
she was able to negotiate a good price in Avila, which is affiliated with Salamanca, an 
accredited institution in Spain. 
She provides resources for students to apply for scholarships and fellowships. She 
organized the EMU chapter of Sigma Delta Pi because the national chapter offers 
travel abroad scholarships. 
Mihaly received her doctorate in Spanish from Tulane University, a master's in 
Spanish from Michigan State University and a bachelor's in Spanish from Hillsdale 
College. She taught at various institutions before coming to EMU. 
"I wanted to be somewhere that valued teachers and coming to EMU was like coming 
home in a way," she said. 
Mihaly's mother and father both graduated from EMU and her son will graduate from 
EMU this year. 
"The best part of my job is witnessing the encounter between students and great 
material. The energy and excitement from students is amazing," Mihaly said. "I love 
sparking interest in Hispanic culture." 
Mihaly's newest venture involves online learning. Exposing students to critical articles 
and developing online discussions in Spanish has proved to be a great tool for 
literary discussion. She enjoys watching students comment on each other's opinions 
because it generates a greater understanding of the topic. 
A unique characteristic of Mihaly's teaching is the way she subtly incorporates 
paintings and other cultural objects in her lectures. In an effort to "make culture 
seem natural, instead of a cute, little oddity," Mihaly uses photographs of political 
figures when teaching students about body parts. 
"This way, students are wondering who the man in the picture is when I am holding 
up the photograph of a Spanish leader and pointing to his arm while teaching them 
to say 'arm' in Spanish," she said. 
It didn't take long for Mihaly to earn the respect and admiration of her fellow faculty 
and administrators. Several nomination letters were submitted in her favor. 
"She quickly has earned the reputation of being a well-organized, sharply analytical, 
disciplined, hard-working and an accomplished individual," said Ronald Cere, 
professor of Spanish, who submitted a nomination in support of Mihaly. 
Mihaly's family - her husband, son and daughter - are at the core of everything 
she does. She integrates her career with her family by including them on her trips 
abroad. One year, her husband stepped in when she was unable to take her students 
abroad. The family also is learning to become proficient in Spanish. 
Her next project involves reaching out to the community by developing a 
service-learning program to tutor English as a second language (ESL) to international 
students. 
"When students see how difficult it is for ESL students to learn English, they 
understand Spanish better," she said. 
Mihaly will continue to fulfill her mission as a teacher by fostering cultural 
understanding; and by offering students challenging, exciting courses that lead them 
to reflect meaningfully on their place in the world and become engaged with their 
community. 
"I want students to find similarities in cultures different from their own. If students 
leave my class with a little bit of world understanding, I feel successful," she said. 
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Distinguished Faculty: 
Endres finds 
professional niche 
through teaching 
By Krystin Jarrell 
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Megan Endres didn't dream of becoming a teacher when she was a chilc. She wasn't
sure what her future held, even after she finished her master's degree. ll,fter a year
of unemployment, but lucky enough to have a supportive husband, she took a job
with a temporary agency.
She never guessed that, 16 years later, she would win the Ronald W. Collins 
Distinguished Faculty Teaching II Award. This award is given to faculty vvho have
taught at Eastern Michigan University for at least five years. Endres rece ved a
plaque and a $3,500 honorarium.
"Sometimes, when you
don't know what you 
want to do, you have to
do jobs that you don't
like, to find out what
you do like," Endres
said.
Teaching in her filth
year at EMU, the 
assistant professor of
management was 
humbled after winning
because of the large 
number of talented and
qualified teachers who 
have taught at EMU for 
a longer period of time.
"There are so many 
amazing professors,
especially in this 
department, and I feel
like I don't know what
they know," Endres
said.
A CLASSROOM MANAGED: Megan Endres, an Eastern 
Michigan University professor of management, 
teaches her "Business Statistics" course. Endres 
recently was awarded the Ronald W. Colli,s 
Distinguished Faculty Teaching II Award. 
Endres received her doctorate in management from the University of North Texas,
and her master's and bachelor's from Texas Christian University. After worki g in
advertising, editing, copywriting and business research consulting, Endr=s moved
from Colorado to Michigan to teach at EMU.
She loved conducting research, but working alone became tiresome anc she missed 
interacting with people. Teaching had always been something she thou£ht about and
she decided to make it her mission.
Endres envisions herself as an active guide in her students' learning. She demands to
be part of each student's schoolwork to help lead him or her in the right direction.
"I love the challenge of engaging the bored student or providing an 'a-ha' moment to
the confused student," Endres said.
She has consistently received a score above 4, on a rating scale from 1-5, on her 
student evaluations. Her overall average in undergraduate and graduate courses is
4.3.
"Dr. Endres is the epitome of teaching excellence. She distinguishes herself by going
above and beyond the call of duty in developing her students. I have never had a
professor more available for contact outside the classroom," said Kyle Rhoad, an 
M.B.A. student who nominated Endres.
Other than winning this award, Endres is most proud of teaching a variety of
.................................................................................. ----------�����-""-''-"'��1n�A 4,K 
courses. She enjoys the excitement of a fresh start each semester and the
challenges of teaching a new course.
"A totally awesome part of our job is saying, in the middle of the semester, 'I can't 
believe I'm teaching this class.' But, it's a rewarding challenge," Endres said. 
Endres is preparing to teach the statistics course, DS 265, in the fall. She received a 
dean's grant last summer to collect research for her current study on knowledge 
sharing in the classroom, which she will finish this summer. 
"Group work is used so much at the College of Business," she said. "I am 
researching when it is appropriate to use and when it's not." 
Although Endres loves teaching and building relationships with her students, she also 
is passionate about conducting research. The two complement each other very well. 
She shares the results of her studies with her students and encourages t1em to do 
research themselves. 
"I can't imagine only doing research at the University of Michigan or only teaching at 
a community college; the two go together so well," Endres said. "Working with 
students in independent studies, who are interested in research, and helping them 
publish their own material is the most fulfilling part of my job." 
Endres also is conducting research on mediated learning. Raising a child with autism 
has drawn her attention to the different challenges students encounter when learning 
new material. She hopes that by enlightening professors to various learning styles, it 
will enable them to teach more effectively. 
This research is important to Endres because, she believes, the number of students 
graduating from high school and attending college with learning disabilities in on the 
rise and will continue to increase. Her study also examines cultural influences on 
learning. 
"People who don't have a background in business learn differently than people with a 
background. I enjoy watching the transition of that freshman to the professional 
senior they become when they graduate," Endres said. 
"Dr. Endres is totally devoted to her students and spends a great deal of time 
making sure students learn the material. She is constantly searching for new ways to 
present material and be more effective in the classroom," said Richaurd Camp, a 
professor of management, who submitted the nomination packet on her behalf. 
Endres has a long list of publications, beginning with her doctorate research. As a 
consultant, she published in management journals and conference proceedings. She 
plans to publish the results from her knowledge-sharing study next summer. 
Although Endres wasn't born with a pencil and a grade book in her hand, she has 
mastered the art of teaching, according to her students, by making herself available 
and by always guiding them in the right direction . 
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Distinguished Faculty: 
Texter's research 
fueled by curiosity of 
chemistry 
By Ron Podell 
EMU HOME
As a high school junior, John Text� attended a regional National Ho,or Society 
student conference at LeHigh Uni'"ersity, his eventual alma mater. It was there that
a professor - whose philosophy vvas to teach within engineering, no:t about
engineering - inspired him.
"He spoke in metaphors. Most pec,ple found him difficult to understa,d, but I didn't,"
Texter recalled. "When I got to Le!-igh, that got me interested in chemistry while
studying electrical engineering. Trc.t set me off on a path aimed toW:1rd physical
chemistry."
Texter recently received
the Ronald w. Collins
Distinguished Faculty 
Award in the Research 
II category. This award 
is presented to a faculty
member who has been
at EMU five or more
years and conducts 
outstanding research.
He received a $3,500
check and a plaque.
"I just feel very honored
by my peers and the 
administration. It's nice
that they have previous 
award winners introduce
you at the ceremony," 
Texter said, mentioning
Gregg Barak, a POLYMER PRODUCTION: John Texter, an EMU 
professor of professor of polymer and coating tech11ology, 
criminology, who won discusse; with Nikhil Tambe, a gradua:e student in 
last year's Research II EMU's pc lymers master's program, the student's
Award. "It does make research_ on making and characterizing colloidal 
you feel warm and fuzzy crystalline arrays of beads that are smaller than 1
when you're told you're microms!ter. Texter was recently awarded the Ronald 
doing a good job." W. CollirtS Distinguished Research II Award. 
Texter has been a 
professor of polymer and coating technology at EMU's Coatings and Research
Institute (CRI) since 2002. He rea:ived tenure in 2005.
His research interests are many. -hey include advanced nanocompo3ite materials
synthesis and characterization and self-assembly processing; polymeric thin films 
and composites; fire- and heat-rsstant polymeric materials; colloidal crystal coating
and manufacturing; templating protonic crystals from polymeric arrays; and
nanoencapsulation of useful pigme1ts.
Of all his research efforts, Texter 3aid he was most proud of interdisciplinary work he
conducts with Dan Clemans, an EJ.fU associate professor of biology he two found a
surfactant (surface acting agent) . .._ithout silver that was able to kill a host of "grand
positive" bacteria, including anthr:1><, staph and strep. Typically, sucb surfactants
include silver, which is a well-kno"'.n antibiotic.
"Eventually, it will be used for trea:ments in medicine," he said. "I fi:;iure it is 
something I'll be working on until I croak. It takes time to get these things through
the medical system."
And while his research is what he 1,.,.1as honored for, Texter said it wculdn"t be as
fulfilling if he wasn't teaching, which he described as "a privilege."
"There's a stimulation you get fro11 young people, plus a satisfaction in helping
particular students," he said. "Bright 'A' students don't need you, except in a formal
sense. With bright 'C' and 'D' students, you can stimulate them to achieve more of 
what they're capable of. There is more satisfaction in getting bright underachievers
to get motivated."
In addition to his teaching duties, Texter serves as the primary investigator in
obtaining federal funding for research. Since he has been at EMU, the CRI has 
brought in approximately $6.5 million in federal earmarks, much of that to conduct
coatings research for the U.S. Army, Navy and Air Force.
"The money we have obtained has really gone into improving EMU and its programs.
It's also resulted in things useful to this country," Texter said, giving credit to
Congressman John Dingell (D-Mich.) and State Sen. Carl Levin (D-Mich.) for
shepherding the federal military earmarks. 
Texter received his doctorate in chemistry from LeHigh University, where he studied
at the Zettlemoyer Center for Surface and Coatings Research. He also received his
bachelor's degree in engineering from LeHigh.
He was editor-in-chief of the Journal of Dispersion Science and Technology 
(2002-2004), and has worked for Strider Research Corporation (1998-2002) and
Eastman Kodak Company (1978-97) in various areas of dispersion and emulsion
technology.
Texter is an inventor, editor and author of more than 150 publications, including four
books, 42 issued U.S. patents, and numerous research and review articles.
"I think the Coatings Research Institute has a brand value to the univers ty," Texter
said. "It's been around a good long while. When I and other professors publish,
we're just enhancing exposure academically through publishing."
He has received numerous awards and honors, including a service recognition award
from the American Chemical Society's (ACS) Division of Colloid and Surface 
Chemistry; a team achievement award for improved ferrotyping; induction into the
Kodak Distinguished Inventors' Gallery; an innovation award for nanocrystalline 
technology; the CTO patent award for innovation and initiative in patenting; and
various fellowships.
Texter is active professionally and has served as chairman of the Division of Colloid 
and Surface Chemistry of the ACS; chairman of the Chemistry at Interfaces and the
Chemistry of Supermolecules and Assemblies Gordon Research Conferences; and 
organizer of many international symposia. He is a member of the ACS, the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers, the American Physical Society, and the Society for 
Imaging Science and Technology.
"Things you discover in research might lead to more products and understanding,"
he said. "Ultimately, something this country benefits from bolsters the goal of a
culture that is supportive of education."
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EMU to honor seven at 
47th Annual Alumni 
Awards Dinner 
From Alumni 
Relations reports 
EMU HOME 
Seven Easter, Michigan University alumni, all having excelled in a range of areas 
(including heal:h administration, education, business and professional basketball), 
w il l  be honored at the 47th Annual Alumni Awards Dinner May 10 at the Ypsilanti 
M:irriott at Eagle Crest. 
The dinner, ho;;ted by the EMU Alumni Association, will feature a reception at 6 p.m., 
followed by a seated dinner and program at 7 p .m. Tickets for the awards dinner are 
$55 per person or $400 for a table of eight, and can be purchased by contacting the 
Office for Alurrni Relations at 487-0250. 
" Each year, we are indebted to EMU alumni and friends for nominating SLCh worthy 
candidates for the awards, " said Vicki Reaume, executive director of alumni 
relations. "This year's distinguished honorees are an inspiration and exemplify the 
values and conmitment that make our University great." 
The awards celebrate Eastern Michigan alumni who have demonstrated the value of 
their college education, exceptional service to humankind, and an ongoing interest in 
E U. 
T e Outstanding Young Alumni Award is presented to alumni whose achievements 
have been dig 1 ified by personal honors bestowed upon them by their peers, and who 
have demonst -ated the worth of their education through their post-colle£e 
achievements. Generally, they have been graduates of Eastern Michigan University 
for less than 10 years. 
Earl A. Boykins ('98) and Marie J. Webber ('04) will receive the 
Outstanding Alumni Award. Boykins is a guard for the N BA's 
Charlotte Bobcats . Webber is a health administrator. 
The Alumni Achievement Award is presented to alumni who have 
achieved distinction in their chosen field, clearly demonstrated the 
value of their college education, and maintained a continuing 
interest in Eastern Michigan University. Generally, they have been 
graduates of Eastern Michigan University for 10-25 years. 
Susan R. Bodary ('86) and George Eason 
,.__-L-.Ls....-.&L._._.. ('88) will receive the Alumni Achievement 
Award. Bodary is the executive director of 
Webber EDvention and senior policy associate with 
Achieve, Inc. Eason is an attendance officer for 
t1e Detroit Public Schools district and president of EMU's Black 
Alumni Chapter. 
The Distingu1!:hed Alumni Award is presented to alumni who have 
achieved extraordinary distinction in their chosen field, 
demonstrated exceptional service to humankind, and maintained a 
continuing interest in Eastern Michigan University. Generally, they 
have been graduates of Eastern Michigan University for more than Eason 
25 years. 
Louis M. Bitonti ('7 1) and Bruce Sanders ('77) will receive the 
Distinguished Alumni Award. Bitonti is chief operating officer for 
MVP Collaborative. Sanders is an attorney with the la N office of 
Bruce Sanders and is an authority in securities law. 
The Dr. John W. Porter Distinguished Service Award is given to 
individuals who have made an outstanding contribution to Eastern 
Michigan University or to the Alumni Association. 
Daniel L. Raglin ('84) will receive the Dr. John W. P ::>rter 
Distinguished Service Award. Raglin is a retired associate 
administrator for industrial relations with General Motors 
Corporation and a member of the College of Arts and Sciences 
Resource Board. 
Bitonti 
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Longtime EMU 
administrator Erwin to 
sail off into the sunset 
By Krystin Jarrell 
EMU HOME
After a 60-day contract turned intc a week shy of 24 years, the campus squirrel 
feeder decided it was time to retire from Eastern Michigan University. Afcer living on
a lake for the last 15 years and no: spending a day on his boat within the last five,
Michael Erwin and his wife decided it was time to do just that.
"I'm going to miss the people and .vhat I do, but they'll still be here and I plan to 
visit," said Erwin, the acting associ.:1te vice president for student affairs. 'And since
we're planning so much lake time this summer, I'm sure they'll get invites to the
lake."
After he received his
doctorate from the 
University of Michigan, 
Erwin was hired under a
60-day contract to
improve corporate
recruiting in EMU's 
Career Services Center.
Prior to working for
EMU, Erwin was a 
program manager of the
Institute of Labor and
I dustrial Relations at
the University of 
Michigan. Erwin received ''-J•••=his master's and I 
bachelor's degrees from
Indiana University.
In August 1985, Erwin
became the assistant 
director for corporate FRIEND JF THE ANIMALS: Mike Erwin, acting 
relations in the Career associate vice president for student affairs, takes 
Services Center. In time out to feed a squirrel near Mark Jefferson. After 
October 1990, Erwin nearly 24 years at Eastern Michigan University, Erwin 
was promoted to acting will be retiring at the end of April. 
director of the center. In
1992, his position 
became permanent. In 2005, he tr:rnsferred to the student affairs office to become 
the acting associate vice president for student affairs. He will retire from this position
at the end of the semester.
"I am so proud of the direction of the Career Services office," Erwin said. "When I 
first came here, the organization 11.asn't well focused with the resources they had. It
is much more valuable to students now."
When the College of Education nee::led an adjunct professor several years ago, Erwin
stepped in. He soon learned the fi-..e years of experience he received as a 
middle-school English teacher, before going back for his doctorate, wasn't enough 
preparation for the intense workload. Although he enjoyed the contact with students,
it was a challenging task.
"It was a very pleasant and shocki 1g experience because I discovered how rusty I
was in organizing material for stud=nts," Erwin said.
Anyone who knows Erwin is aware of his unsophisticated dining tastes. The "Big 3" 
will certainly miss one of their most loyal customers. He was a patron at least once a
week to one of the three drive-ins .:1round campus - Bill's, Chick-Inn and Cluck's. 
Erwin is looking forward to the Soric opening soon in Southfield and the dozen more
scheduled to open around Michigar within the next year.
"Those Sonics are all over the soutll and Indiana was the closest one before, and
that's a little too far to go for luncf-," said the native Hoosier.
When he's not soaking up the sun on his boat or parked in Southfield eating coney
dogs, Erwin and his wife are planning a fair amount of travel. They have an 
extensive list including, Mexico, the Caribbean, Europe, southeast Asia and New
Zealand.
Like many Michigan retirees, the couple plans to find a place in the south to spend
the winter. Because Erwin said he is not ready for four o'clock dinners, they are
looking at places in Florida that offer a mix of young residents, older residents,
tourists and visitors.
When asked about what he will miss the most about EMU, without hesitation, Erwin 
said, "Feeding the squirrels. It's such a contrast to the meetings. When the squirrels
take the food right out of your hand, you feel like you have done something
worthwhile. It's just so relaxing. "
After a long, boring meeting, he would often sit on a bench outside of Welch Hall and
feed peanuts to the squirrels.
Erwin summed up his time spent at EMU when he said, "Eastern was a nice place to
come to for 60 days and, 24 years later, it's still a nice place to be. "
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Sixteen EMU faculty 
receive Faculty 
Research and Creative 
Activity Fellowships 
By Krystin Jarrell 
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Sixteen Eastern Michigan University faculty have been awarded Facu ty Research and 
Creative Activity Fellowships for the spring, summer and fall terms. 
Award winners are released from their normal teaching schedule in crder to apply 
themselves to a carefully planned research or creative project. Up to $3,000 is 
available to each recipient for specific needs associated with the proj�ct. 
Research and creative fellowship award winners are as follows:  
Peter A. Bednekoff, professor, biology. "A Meta-analysis of  Vigilance Plus Fieldwork 
on Sentinel Behavior." 
Brian Bruya, assistant professor, history and philosophy. 
"Effortless Attention: A New Perspective in the Cognitive Science 
of Attention and Action." 
"This will be an opportunity for me to bring together the work of 
major researchers in the cognitive science of attention and 
consider the phenomenon of effortless attention, in light of recent 
advances in cognitive science," Bruya said. "Time off from courses 
will allow me to focus on writing and editorial work." 
Christine M. Clark, associate professor, geography and geology. 
"Investigations into the Stereochemistry of the Triangular B-site in 
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Tourmaline Group Minerals." Bruya 
Bradley E. Ensor, assistant professor, sociology, anthropology, 
criminology. "Oysters in the Land of Chocolate." 
Hedeel Guy Evans, associate professor, chemistry. "Live Cell Imaging to Unravel 
the Elaborate Choreography of a Protein in Cell Proliferation." 
Carol J. Haddad, professor, technology studies. "Women and 
Technology : Understanding the Basis of Empowen1en:." 
Alissa Huth-Bocks, assistant professor, psychology. "Individual 
and Contextual Factors Related to the Maternal ard Infant 
Well-Being and the Mother-Infant Relationship across the 
Transition to Motherhood." 
"The proposed research study will examine a nurrber of critical 
variables shown to be related to mothers' and infcnts' well-being 
I C..��-�l during pregnancy, and in the year following birth. The information 
Haddad 
learned through this study will have very importallt irrplications 
for service providers who work with pregnant wonen, mothers of 
young children and babies." 
Myung-Sook Koh, assistant professor, special education. 
"Developmental Progress of Children with ASD: A Longitudinal 
Mixed Methods Study." 
"The prevalence of children diagnosed with autism spectrum 
disorder has risen sharply over the past decade," Koh said. "The 
purpose of this research study is to investigate the developmental 
progress of children with ASD who are receiving the Learning 
Program for the Development of Autistic Children therapy, which , '1' 
was developed in South Korea. This longitudinal study will disclose r-f • .: • 
the efficacy of this cognitive therapy and possibility of practicing 1&.-:-· .<..i' 'u';,.,._�J.L.'°"'J  
this therapy in the U.S." 
Volker Krause, assistant professor, political science. "United
States Public Policy in an International Context."
Renee Lajiness-O'Neill, assistant professor, 
Koh 
psychology. "Examining Developmental Patterns of Joint Attention
with Magnetoencephalogapy and its Relationship to Social
Competence in Autism Spectrum Disorders."
"Given that humans are intensely social beings and social
relationships help define our identity, I feel compelled to 
understand and help those who do not share this desire or lack
the ability to form these fundamental social relationships," she
said.
Ethan Lowenstein, associate professor, teacher education. 
Lajiness-O'Neill "Revolutionizing the Measurement of Teacher Growth in Teaching 
for Civic Literacy, Social Awareness and Historical Understanding."
Ryan Molloy, assistant professor, fine arts. "Re-writing our
Paleo-Futures."
"In this film, I will add my own animation into found and open
source footage from the mid-20th century as a form of social
commentary and criticism towards contemporary society and 
politics. Upon completion, I hope to enter the film into numerous
film festivals and exhibit it at an upcoming solo exhibition
tentatively scheduled next winter."
Margaret Moore-Hart, professor, teacher education. "Bringing 
Life into Writing : Linking Writing and Technology with the Content
Areas." Molloy 
"This text will highlight effective teaching practices related to 
technology and writing. Certainly, the book will bring prestige to the university as an
institution committed to theory and practice," Moore-Hart said. "This experience will
further enhance my effectiveness in teaching classes at the graduate and
undergraduate levels."
Lynn M. Nybell, professor, social work. "Inside Stories : Young
People's Narratives about a Child Welfare Agency."
Joel Schoenhals, associate professor, music and dance. "Franz
Schubert and Sergei Rachmaninoff's Moments Musicaux."
Donald M. Snyder, professor, chemistry. "Novel Applications of
the Shack-Hartman Interferometer-Investigation of Phase-Shift
Induced Wavefront Distortion as a Transducer Element in
Chemical and Optomechanical Sensor Systems."
"Funding of this project will make possible the initiation of studies
Nybell on the feasibility of utilizing wavefront analysis as the basis of an
optical sensor to rapidly identify and quantify organic vapors by
their differential absorption behavior in polymer thin films,"
Snyder said. "Results from the research will form the basis of major grant 
applications to the National Science Foundation and other funding sources."
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WEMU surpasses 
spring, on-air 
fundraising goal 
From staff reports 
EMU HOME 
WEMU 89.1 FM, Eastern Michigan University's public radio station, surpassed its 
spring pledge drive goal of $125,•)00. In all, WEMU raised $126,846 drorr April 
4-12.
WEMU's recent programming changes led to more positive fundraising numbers. The 
weekday noon hour, formerly the home of NPR's Fresh Air Monday thru Friday, and 
The Lynn Rivers Show that now features jazz, raised nearly $1,000 more :han the 
former programs did. The new time slot for the Lynn Rivers Show - 8 a.n. Mondays 
- raised more than the two fundraising programs combined last fall.
"Our focus this spring 
was on community radio 
and building community, 
and the listeners really 
responded to that," said 
Mary Motherwell, WEMU's 
marketing and 
development director. 
"Our broadcast area is 
really limited to 
Washtenaw County and 
the immediate 
surrounding area. So, we 
emphasized our 
commitment to the local 
community and to local 
programming, stressing 
that 20 of our 23 on-air 
local hosts are paid 
directly from fundraising 
dollars. Clearly, that was 
important to our 
audience and we are 
very grateful for their 
strong support of what 
we do." 
NPR's Morning Edition, 
with local host, David 
FUNDRAISING FUN: (above, center) David Fair, host 
of "Morning Edition," talks with Deborah Pollack, 
executive director of Artrain, Inc., and Russ Collins, 
director of the Michigan Theater, during the "Cinema 
Chat" i: ortion of his segment. Pollack and Collins 
were on-air guests of 89. 1, WEMU during it:; annual 
spring, on-air fund drive. WEMU raised $12-5,846, 
surpassing its $125,000 goal. 
Fair (weekdays 5-8 a.m.) led all p -ograms with $27,439. pledged. The Sur day Best, 
WEMU's classic jazz program, hosted by Dr. Arwulf Arwulf, had the strongest 
showing of all single music programs, raising more than $7,800 between 10 a.m. 
and 1 p.m. April 6. 89.1 Jazz, wit Michael Jewett (weekdays 1-3 p.m.), le j all music 
programs with more than $15,000 pledged. 
WEMU's overall spring fundraising goal is $200,000 and includes a mail campaign. 
The mailing, sent in March, brougr t  in just over $46,000 thus far. A second mailing 
will be sent this week. WEMU's annual fundraising goal is $550,000 for the fiscal 
year that ends June 30. Currently, the overall fund raising revenue is at 8:.. "lo of the 
goal. 
WEMU is a listener-supported, Nat onal Public Radio affiliate with a format of jazz, 
local news, and blues in addition to NPR, PRI, and APM news, talk, and culrural 
programming. The station broadcasts to an eight-county area that includes: all or 
part of Washtenaw, Wayne, Oakland, Livingston, Jackson, Lenawee, Monroe, and 
Lucas (OH). WEMU-2, the station's secondary HD channel, has a format o ­
Americana and roots music. Both �ervices Web cast live 24 hours a day at 
wemu.org. 
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Reich-0-Meter: 
Reichenbach bows to 
Micronesian gods, but 
survives 
By Ron Podell 
........ rffln 
FOC ·3wu 
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After a celebration that included beer and betal nuts on the i .;land of Yap, Erik 
Reichenbach stirred the wrath of the Micronesian gods. As he learnec , that might be 
a better deal than stirring the ire of Tribal Council.
Reichenbach, an Eastern Michigan University junior, like others, were stunned at 
perhaps the most shocking ouster on the history of "Survivor." Favorite Ozzie Lusth,
one of the game's strongest players and who was holding the hidden immunity idol
to boot, was blindsided and voted off 5-4 during the 10th ep sode of "Survivor 
Micronesia : Fans vs. Favorites." Lusth, who had the opportur ity to pl 3y  his i"llmunity
idol before the votes were counted - a move that would ha\/€ sent fan Jason Siska
packing - chose not, too. And his overconfidence cost him.
It was a shocking conclusion to another
episode that started off with some light
antics, again provided by Reichenbach .
Erik played an instrumental role in the 
reward challenge in which teams had to 
swim out to a platform after navigating a
net tunnel, memorize a puzzle, return to 
shore and arrange the puzzle in the exact
order. When the team had its puzzle
arranged, Erik called for one change 
- replacing a puzzle piece with a dark 
blue-sky background with one with a light
blue sky.
"That's it. I think that's it," Erik said with
excitement.
After that occurred, Survivor host Jeff 
Probst declared the team of Eric, Ozzy, 
Jason and Amanda Kimmel as the winners.
The four enjoyed a traditional feast and 
celebration with native residents of Yap, an
island of Micronesia. Reichenbach 
"I've never even heard of Yap. But, a lot of 
people haven't heard of Pinckney, where I've grown up. So, I kind of relate to that
little, tiny country," Reichenbach said as the group arrived or the isla1d.
When they reached the village deep in the jungle, Reichenbach said, "This village 
looked out of time. It's almost like this village had been therE million� of years. I was
almost expecting a dinosaur to come out of the woods and go 'Raah! ' '
The group enjoyed a large feast and witnessed an ancient tribal dance. Er k took 
time out to play with one of the children, sparred with sticks 3gainst the islanders,
and chewed some betal nuts, which Erik described as being ":obacco-ish."
That came back to bite. Before turning in for the night, Erik, sick and woozy, had to
toss his cookies.
"I partied a little too hard, Micronesian style. Beer and betal nuts. Nol a good
combination," he said as his teammates enjoyed a laugh.
But, that didn't stop Erik's need for more nourishment.
During the immunity challenge - in which tribe members hac to hold their arm 
straight up to avoid dumping a tethered bucket of water on tlleir heads - Probst 
tempted the contestants with a bowl of gummy worms (sugar candie�). Erik made a
deal that he would share the bowl with favorite Cirie Fields, who agreed. T1ey were
drenched, but had their snack. Ozzie also was tempted later, as he opted out for
three chocolate-glazed donuts. At that moment, the camera showed the w1eels
turning in Cirie's mind.
But, first Jason and favorite Parvati Shallow were in a duel for 6 1/2 hours. When 
Probst brought out a large plate of snacks and drinks for the person who gave in
first, fan Natalie Bolton suggested to Jason that the tribe would guarantee they 
would not vote him off if he conceded the challenge so the tribe could enjoy the
food. After receiving verbal guarantees from all tribe members, Jason gave in.
While it first appeared the tribe was going to withdraw their guarantee to spare
Jason, favorite Cirie again weaved her web. She suggested this was a prime 
opportunity to get rid of Ozzy and the immunity idol. Parvati, who already had ideas
of a "girl power" alignment, was in, as were fans Alexis Jones and Natalie. All that 
was left was to get Jason to go along. That was easy enough, as Jason had already 
been duped by the fake immunity idol created by Ozzy and was told Ozzy was going
to vote against him.
The rest was up to chance, as they prayed Ozzy would be too confident to use the
immunity idol. He was, and was booted off the island.
With the new female alliance showing strength, Erik and the two remaining males
had better watch their backs.
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Former EMU diving 
coach dies 
From Sports 
Information 
Department reports 
EMU HOME 
Mike Lyden, the head diving coach for the Eastern Michigan University men's and 
women's swimming and diving teams from 1980-89, died April 11 after a two-year 
fight with cancer. He was the head diving coach for the University of Kentucky 
swimming and diving teams for the past 15 years. Lyden was 51. 
"Mike (Lyden) was a once in a lifetime coach," said Peter Linn, EMU's head swimming 
and diving coach. "He dominated every conference his divers competed n during his 
coaching career. At Eastern, he touched everyone in the program and made not only 
his divers, but the swimmers as well, better athletes and even better people. He had 
a dramatic and positive impact on both the University and the community." 
Lyden spent nine seasons at EMU as 
the head diving coach for both the 
men's and women's programs, and 
was named the Mid-American 
Conference Diving coach of the Year 
nine times. He left EMU to become 
the head diving coach at Louisiana 
State University from 1989-93 and 
was the SEC Women's Diving Coach 
of the Year four consecutive years. 
He was the 1992 SEC Men's Diving 
Coach of the Year. During his tenure 
at LSU, his divers won 15 of 24 
possible SEC titles. 
Lyden left LSU to become the head 
diving coach of the Kentucky 
swimming and diving team in 1993, 
a post he was in through the 2007-08 season. During his career, he earied nine 
Southeastern Conference Diving Coach of the Year titles, including winning the award 
in three consecutive seasons, from 2005-2007. Lyden was named NCAA Women's 
Diving Coach of the Year in 1996. 
Along with his collegiate coaching, Lyden coached various Kentucky diving clubs and 
led seven age-group divers to 18 national championships. Lyden was chosen as a 
coach for the Junior World Diving Championships in 2002, which took place in 
Aachen, Germany. At that event, he coached one member to a seventh-place finish 
in the one-meter and three-meter boards. In addition, Lyden served as the national 
team coach in 1988-90, 1992, 1994-96, 1998-2000, and directed divers in 
competitions in Italy, Austria, Mexico, Canada, Spain, China, France anc Holland. 
"Mike was the perfect diving coach," said Gary Conelly, the University o; Kentucky's 
head swimming coach. "From the very beginning, he struck me as a guy with a lot of 
passion (for diving)." 
Conelly said he formed a close friendship with Lyden over the years, bo:h on and off 
the pool deck. 
"What I always admired about Mike was he was always a straight talker," Conelly 
said. "He'd talk to his athletes, sit them down, and tell them what they were doing 
right or wrong, and in a way that wasn't offensive." 
Lyden is survived by his wife, Emily, and his three children, Jessica, Jae< and 
Brittany. A public viewing took place April 14 and the funeral mass was April 15. 
A fund has been established by the University of Kentucky Athletics Department to 
help Lyden's family. All donations will go directly to the family. A generous donor has 
offered to match funds submitted by the diving community. In order to have your 
donation matched, please make your check out to Wildcats Aquatics - IronMike 
Memorial Fund and send to Springboards and More, P.O. Box 268, Milford, OH 
45150, which will coordinate the gift with the matching donor. 
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FOCUS EMU moves to 
monthly summer 
schedule 
By Ron Podell 
EMU HOME 
To our FOCUS EMU readers, this is the last weekly issue of FOCUS EMU for the 
2007-08 school year. FOCUS EMU will go to its monthly publication schedule for the 
summer, with issues published May 13, June 10, July 8 and Aug. 12. FOCUS EMU will 
return to its regular, weekly publishing schedule with a back-to-school issue Sept. 2. 
EMU HOME 
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INTERNATIONAL EXPOSURE: Javier Ruperez (above, middle), currently the Consul General of Spain, 
has a conversation with Jo Ann Aebersold, department head of foreign languages and bilingual studies, 
and Hartmut Hott, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences. Eastern Michigan niverity, EMU's 
Department of Foreign Languages and the Honorary Consul of Spain hosted a gala reception for 
Ruperez at the Student Center April 18. Ruperez is the former ambassador of Spain to the U.S. and the 
United Nations. Consul generals from various countries, business executives, community leaders, EMU 
faculty, administrators and alumni attended the event . 
...... 
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JOB HUNT: Travis Le\l\iis, an Eastern Michigan University graduate student, tal<s with a recruiter from 
the Aldine School District in Houston, Texas, at the Teacher Job Fair April 16. The job fair, which took 
place in the Convocation Center, hosted 525 recruiters from 226 school districts. The event drew 
approximatley 1,500 students searching for teaching jcbs . .... 
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A FRICAN TRA DITION: Mady Kouyate, a griot or wesl:ern African singer/storyteller, plays a 21-string 
kora to complement poetic verses iin room 300 af the Student Center April 16. The musical 
performance was part of a unit lesson on "The Oral Tradition of Africa" for the "AAS 202: African 
Civiilization" course. .... FOG I�
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CIRCUS ART: Allison Gardiner, an Eastern Michigan University sophomore from Wayne, displays some 
of her caged circus creations, called "Aberation de Cirque." The art is part of the Honors Exhibition, 
composed of artwork from honors students and scholarship recipients. The exhibition continues in 
Ford Gallery through April 25. For more information and gallery hours, call 487-0465 . .... 
FOC §J,ilJJ, 
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EMU by tl1e 11tunbers 
Of approximately 2,242 students who are eligible to walk in Eastern Michigan University's April 27 commencement 
ceremonies, 647 are eligible to receive master's degrees or certificates. The following is a breakdown - by college 
- of the number of students who were eligible to receive graduate degrees or certificates.
College of Arts and Sciences 193
College of Education 139
College of Business 138
College of Health and Human Services 131
College of Technology 44 
Source: Spring Commencement Program 2008 
News Briefs 
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News Briefs 
By Ron Podell 
• Kassa wins Labor
Lives Scholarship
Essay contest
• Education Minute
• Honors Exhibition
• Library's extended
exam schedule
• Book buyback
• Weight Watchers at 
work
• Walk for the heart
• Accomplished EMU
alumni to be
honored May 10
• Travel to Maryland
for EMU football
game
• EMU Day at 
Comerica Park 
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The following are news briefs about important activities and events happening at 
Eastern Michigan University. 
• Kassa wins Labor Lives Scholarship Essay contest: Anketse Kassa, a
junior majoring in dietetics at Eastern Michigan University, is the winner of 
the second Labor Lives Scholarship Essay contest. The contest is sponsored
by the Eastern Michigan University Federation of Teachers, which represents
EMU's lecturers' union. The scholarship is worth $500. Kassa plans to attend
graduate school and teach while working on her doctorate. Anketse hopes to
focus her studies on AIDs research and eventually return to Africa to educate
people about AIDs and improve the quality of life there.
• Education Minute: EMU and WWJ Newsradio 950 have teamed up to create
"Education Minute", offering educational tips and advice to help parents
complement and extend the learning their children receive in school.
"Education Minute" airs daily, at 9:22 a.m., 12:23 p.m., 5:40 p.m. and 9:53
p.m. Daily topics to be covered are math (Mondays), technology (Tuesdays),
writing and reading (Wednesdays), science (Thursdays), and learning beyond
the walls (Fridays). Each week will feature a different age focus, ranging
from pre-kindergarten to college students. For more information, go to the
Web site at http://www.wwj.com/pages/1924535.php
------------------. Honors exhibition: Honors
students and scholarship 
recipients from the art department 
will show examples of their work 
in this exhibition that recognizes 
the talent and dedication of these 
students, through April 25, Ford 
Gallery. Ford Gallery is open 
Monday and Thursday, 10 a.m. to 
5 p.m.; Tuesday and Wednesday, 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m.; and Friday and 
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. For 
more information, call 487-0465. 
Library's extended exam 
•----------------... schedule: To provide support for
UND ER PRESSUR E: This charcoal-on-paper completion of projects, papers and
drawing, created by EMU honors student p_reparat1on for exams, Halle
Suzanne Boissy, is on display as part of the Library will extend operations on
Honors Exhibition at Ford Gallery. the two weekends prior to the endof the semester and each day 
during exam week. The schedule 
is as follows: Tuesday, April 22, 
through Thursday, April 24, 7: 30 
a.m.-1 a.m; Friday, April 25, 7:30
a.m. to 11 p.m.; Saturday, April
26, 10 a.m. to 11 p.m.; Sunday,
April 27, 1 p.m. to 1 a.m.; and
Monday, April 28, 7:30 a.m. to 10
p.m. For more information, call
487-0020, extension 2100.
• Book buyback: Textbook buyback takes place through Wednesday, April
30, at the EMU Bookstore, located on the first floor of the Student Center.
The EMU Bookstore also will buy books Tuesday, April 22, through Friday,
April 25, at the Mark Jefferson science building. Students who sell their
textbooks at the EMU Bookstore will receive a 20-percent discount coupon
good on all EMU clothing and gifts. Textbooks are accepted regardless of 
where they were originally purchased. EMU Bookstore hours are 8 a.m. to 8 
p.m. Monday through Friday; 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday; and 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. Sunday. For more information, call (734) 483-2850 or visit
www.emich.bkstr.com.
• Weight Watchers at work: Swimsuit season is coming. Do you want to
lose a few pounds? Come join your colleagues on campus and reach your
goals by joining EMU's Weight Watchers at work program. The next session
of Weight Watchers is Friday, May 2, noon, media room on the fourth floor of
Pierce Hall. At least 15 members are needed, or the session will be canceled.
Blue Cross Blue Shield members pay a discounted rate of $135 for the
twelve-week session. if you are interested in joining, contact Ann Elinski via 
e-mail at ann.elinski@emich.edu. Participants will need to bring a check or a
credit card to the May 2 session.
American Heart �
Asrociation V 
learn and Live, 
• Walk for the heart: Eastern Michigan University
will send 12 teams from across campus to the
American Heart Association Heart Walk at
Washtenaw Community College, Saturday, 9-11
a.m., May 3. The walk raises both funds and
awareness about heart disease and stroke. Join an 
EMU team of your choice (this commitment means 
participating in the morning walk and raising about 
$125 in donations to support AHA) or give a
donation to a team of your choice by going to
httos://www.miheartwalk.kintera.org/emu. For
more information, call Wendy Kivi, 487-3198; or 
Kay Woodiel, 487-6790.
HEART WALK. 
May 3 • Pledge or Walk! 
• Accomplished EMU alumni to be honored May 10: Seven accomplished
EMU alumni will be honored at the 47th Annual Alumni Awards Dinner,
Saturday, May 10, Ypsilanti Marriot, Eagle Crest. Earl A. Boykins, Marie J.
Webber, Susan R. Bodary, George Eason, Louis M. Bitonti, Bruce Sanders
and Daniel L. Raglin will be honored. The reception begins at 6 p.m.,
followed by a seated dinner and program at 7 p.m. Tickets cost $55 per
person or $400 for a table of eight. Tickets can be purchased by calling the
office of alumni relations at 487-0250.
• Travel to Maryland for football game: Have you ever wanted to
experience what it is like to travel with the Eastern Michigan University
football team? Now is your chance to find out, as the EMU Athletic
Department is offering a lucky fan the chance to travel with the football team
when it heads to the University of Maryland.
Any person that purchases 2008 
EMU football season tickets will be 
entered into a raffle for a trip for 
two to College Park, Md., to watch 
the Eagles and the Terrapins battle 
on Sept. 20. The trip includes bus 
and airline transportation, hotel 
lodging and game tickets. Food is 
not included in the package. 
Season ticket holders will receive 
one raffle entry for every season 
ticket purchased. Season tickets 
start at $45 for adults and $15 for 
youth. 
ROAD TRIP: Anyone who purchases EMU . . 
football season tickets will be entered into The winner will be announced at
a raffle for a trip for two to College Park, the EMU home opener Thursday,
Md., to watch the Eagles battle the Aug. 28, when the Eagles battle
University of Maryland Terrapins. Indiana State at 7 p.m.
For more information, contact the 
EMU Ticket Office at 487-2282 or visit EMUEagles.com 
• EMU Day at Comerica: EMU Day at Comerica Park is scheduled Sunday,
Aug. 17. The office of marketing and communications has tickets available 
for the Detroit Tigers baseball game at 1:05 p.m. Tickets cost $12 each (limit 
four) and are available on a first-come, first-serve basis. All faculty, staff and 
students are invited to attend. To purchase tickets, contact Sheilah Larnhart, 
487-2483.
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''ln the er.dt what means the 
most to me are the students 
who come h,ough and work 
for the T' station." 
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Video production is my p-imary job. I've done this for 20 year: a: Eastern Michigan University and I've never 
been bored. There's alway� something different happening. 
The first paying video job lever had was shooting practice for tne football team in 1986. I asked then-coach Jim 
Harkema if I could get down on the sideline and try to put together a highlight video. They used it (video) before 
the games to pep up the team during the next season. That WES t:1E year they went to the California Bowl. I was 
the $5-an-hour guy in the :ower, but I got a free trip to California. I still consider that one of the best experiences 
of my life. 
We started E-TV in the fall of 1993. We showed Eastern basketball games, pre-packaged programs produced for 
college campuses, PBS documentaries and student-produced shows from other schools. But, the goal of the 
station was always to highlight campus and give EMU TV students an opportunity to get some practical 
experience. It took until late in the winter '94 semester to get our first campus-produced show on the air, "A 
Room With A View," a campus news magazine. We shot it in my office in McKenny and made the set look like a 
dorm room. Over the years, thanks to EMU's Electronic Media and Film program, we've added a sports talk show; 
Studio E, a series of student performances; E-Mag, a talk show where student issues on campus are discussed; 
student-produced public service documentaries; Cinema Biohazard, where we show schlocky, grade Z movies 
- and we still rebroadcast EMU sports.
I love making videos, creating a project. I'm most proud of my video, "Remember: 1849-1999," an hour-long 
history of EMU we did for our Sesquicentennial. Another of my favorites is an admissions recruitment video we did 
in the early '90s that was sort of a parody of the show, "The Wonder Years." 
In the end, what means the most to me are the students who come through and work for the TV station. It makes 
me feel good when they come back and tell me their experience ere helped them after graduation. I know that 
sounds sappy, but .... 
I'm the only person that's ever had this job at EMU. It's home - which it is, since I never left. It's like family. It's 
still small enough that you know people. And the people here are always so helpful to what I do. There are 
countless contributions, small and large, that make my finished projects possible. Plus, because of the size and 
make-up of our campus community, I often get to see the practical results of my work. 
I have no plans of moving on. I'm happy here. 
